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Globalisation and legal education:
views from the outside-in
W. Wesley Pue
Faculty of Law, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada

In Nigeria we know what `globalisation’ means. It means `The White Man
is coming again’ . What does he want this time? (Chidi Oguamanam,
Student comment, University of British Columbia, 2001).
Direct and to the point, this comment serves to focus our minds on aspects of
globalisation and culture that are obscured in most western academic writings.1
In considering issues related to globalisation and legal educationÐ and hence
``global legal education’’Ð I have been struck by two stunningly divergent understandings of what the terms and concepts might connote. Crudely, two camps
emerge: the Optimists see globalisation as the font of all that will become good about
twenty-® rst century legal education; the Pessimists conversely tend to see it as the
causus causans of all that is evil. More on thisÐ and also on the ``White Man’s’’
returnÐ later in this article.
In part the divergence of opinion, hopes, fears and night terrors that legal
educators feel about the development of ``global legal education’’ re¯ ect attitudes
toward two great forces that have shaped western societies in recent years:
·
·

the development of a global economy and all that implies,2 on the one
hand; and
the blossoming of liberal strategies of inclusion, ``diversity politics’’ , standpoint
theory, postmodernism, and so on, on the other.

Though the course of each is well known,3 it is worth pausing brie¯ y to recap
some major features.
Diversity politics
``Diversity politics’’ is a sort of catch-all phrase embracing a number of ebbs and
¯ ows that have washed over social theory, humanities, social sciences and political
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life in most G8 countries and their nearest kin during the past two decades or so.
The category is, in fact, too large to make sense at all in any rigorous taxonomy of
thought that we might seek to develop. Originating in post-WWII liberal strategies
of social inclusion, it now encompasses an array of perspectives or movements
including the ``green’’ movement, critical race theory, feminism, gay and lesbian
pride, First Nations activism, ``new social movements’’ , locality studies, cultural
studies, post-colonialism and any number of local rebellions against ``the great
books’’ of literature or the ``great men’’ of history.
One looks in vain within this inchoate category for either programme as such
or for the sort of common features that permit easy categorisation. Most, however,
slot into the political category of ``post-liberal’’ or the cultural category of ``postmodern’’. We can date precisely when awareness of ``diversity’’ in Canada derailed
the dual liberal project of inclusion and obliteration of diþ erence. Though we didn’ t
know what to call it at the time, post-modernism registered forcefully with the
publication of Harold Cardinal’s 1969 book The Unjust Society.4 Cardinal treated
liberal policies that sought to assimilate First Nations peoples into the larger Canadian
as ``a thinly disguised program of extermination’’.5
This was stunning stuþ . Assimilation, the cornerstone of liberal policy toward
diþ erence, had been deliberately pursued in post-World War II Canada. It was
pursued as a matter of principle and quite deliberately chosen in preference to the
more directly racist policies of the previous century. The shift was real, not cosmetic,
working its way throughout Canadian societyÐ generally for the goodÐ from 1945
on. Consider for example the discussion between Dean and students in the Law
Faculty when the University of British Columbia considered admitting a Japanese
Canadian student in the aftermath of the Nazi War. ``What in the name of all that
is holy’’ , war veteran students asked, ``had they fought the war for’’ if the University
would not accept the young woman?6 There was nothing super® cial or trivial about
such principled commitments. UBC, of course, did the right thing. That ``diþ erence’’
could be damning, was something the generation that fought the Nazis knew all
too well.
With the publication of The Unjust Society however ``diþ erence’’ was powerfully
and positively asserted by the ® rst inhabitants of the land. Their claims could not
easily be denied. Nor could their obvious and speci® c rights enshrined, referenced,
or protected in treaties, Royal Proclamations, case law, government practice and the
numerous negotiations that had taken place over the centuries. There has followed
in Canada three decades of angst about what to do with respect to First Nations
policies at all levels of government. The task is all the harder precisely because such
claims do not ® t easily within any known western political philosophy.7 At about the
same time, French Canadian nationalism in Quebec was taking on a new character
and focus. The obvious ``groupedness’’ and ``distinctiveness’’ of both First Nations
and Quebecois within Canada has spawned an outpouring of scholarship grappling
with how to be liberally respectful of group claimsÐ a task akin to squaring a circle.8
The same is often said of other manifestations of diversity politics. Friend and
foe alike are inclined to assert that critical race theory or feminism9 or gay pride or
the environmental movement or post-colonialism or all of them together stand in
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fundamental opposition to the liberal tradition. Such assertions are frequently oþ ered
rather more glibly than they ought. This, of course, is true only on oneÐ particularly
constrainedÐ interpretation of the liberal tradition. Roberto Unger some time ago
reminded us of the possibility of developing a ``super liberalism’’ transcending the
bounds of mid-century conventions.10 The fundamental aý nity between the liberal
tradition and the justice-demands of diversity politics has been much developed by
a wide array of scholars including James Tully, Will Kymlicka, John Ralston Saul,
and Charles Taylor.11 Indeed, US sociologist Alan Wolfe considers the attempt to
account for diþ erence within a liberal polity something of a Canadian disease!12
A recent symposium issue of the International Journal of the Legal Profession on
the theme of ``Lawyering for a Fragmented World’’ teased out some of the issues
relating to diversity politics in the speci® c context of the legal profession.13 Though
accurate generalisations are elusive, ``diversity politics’’ at its core appeals to the
``justice’’ urges of lawyers, judges, legal educators and students alike. The curricular
result is development of courses in non-traditional areas engaging law and underprivilege, critical legal histories, social theory and law, and so on.14
Globalism
What, then, are we to make of ``globalism’’? A common starting point in many
discussions of ``globalisation’’ is found in a litany of economic, transportation and
communications revolutions of the past 40 years. Adelle Blackett, for example, notes
that ``globalization is most often understood to mean the growth and interconnection
in trade and ® nancial markets across . . . national boundaries, which is facilitated by
the increasing ability to use and disseminate technology rapidly and widely’’ .15 To
similar eþ ect, John B. Attanasio of St. Louis University, wrote:
The world has truly become a global economic village. Many factors
have increased interdependencies. Communications and transportation
technologies have shrunk what until very recently had been long distances
into instant transmissions. Videoconferencing, e-mail, faxes, satellites,
worldwide pagers, supersonic jets, computers, bullet trains, ® ber optics,
the Internet, and CNN are all relatively recent developments. Even jet
airliners were unheard of four decades ago. All these developments have
reshaped the world. . . . They have recast transnational corporate structures
and international trade. Business has become global, and various international institutions re¯ ect these developments: GATT, NAFTA, the EU,
et cetera. Banking and ® nancial transactions generally have taken on a new
global character.16
If the core of diversity politics is a ``justice’’ urge of some sort, the pressures of
globalism on ``diversity’’ concerns are not immediately apparent. ``Globalisation’’ is
taken by Kenneth M. Casebeer as a rough equivalent to ``® nance global capitalism’’.17
Some see it as a code-word for new regimes of international governance brought
into play by the World Trade Organisation (WTO), a system not viewed with
equanimity on all fronts. So-called anti-globalisation activists consider ``the WTO
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Figure 1. The Adbuster’s view of globalisation.

and its ``sister’’ organizations, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund’’
mere tools of ``transnational corporations’’ that ``exist to dictate to governments what
they can and cannot do on behalf of their citizens’’ (see Figure 1)18.
What the term ``globalisation’’ means varies considerably depending on who is
uttering it. It is variously deployed as a more or less value-neutral description of
economic trends, a code word for the promotion of neo-liberal economic policies,
or an encapsulation of vague aspirations for the development of a worldencompassing global ``community’’ . Not surprisingly, the values attached to it
depend very much on how one views current economic trends, neo-liberal policies,
or ``global community’’.
Whatever its essence may be, within the world of legal education ``globalisation’’
clearly has something to do with international trade and, hence, with business law
and comparative law.19 If ``globalisation’’ has anything to do with what major
international law ® rms do then it pays to note that they value, above all else,
``mastery of the English language, . . . an ability to draft contracts, . . . and an
understanding of private dispute resolution systems such as arbitration’’ .20 International law practice is primarily oriented around ``international contracts, foreign
investment, international banking, antitrust, arbitration, tax planning, and commercial trade’’ .21
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Though the curricular outcomes globalisation implies for law schools might
conceivably encompass many ``diversity’’ urges, they do not necessarily do so.22 Not
surprisingly, perhaps, many law faculties sport a list of courses related to international
business law that is much more extensive than the array of upper year oþ erings
reasonably classi® ed under the ``diversity’’ heading.23
These points noted, let us turn now to consider what the Optimists and the
Pessimists make of globalisation, global legal education and its consequences, if any,
for the justice-urge, the ``liberal education’’ , or the diversity-enhancing goals of legal
education.

The Optimists: bringing viewpoints into conversation
The banner for the Optimists is carried most impressively by the New York
University Law Faculty’s new ``global law school’’ , enthusiastically promoted by
Dean John Sexton, and by Professor Norman Dorsen, Chair of the Global Law
School programme. Here is how the NYU website describes its ``Global Law
School’’ initiative:
The development of interdisciplinary legal studies manifests a recognition
that the law does not exist in isolationÐ that it is formed by, and it aþ ects,
other areas of intellectual endeavor. But law does not exist in geographic
or cultural isolation, either. As the social, political, and economic systems
of diþ erent nations become ever more interconnected and interdependent,
so too will their legal systems. Already, an increasing proportion of what
most lawyers do brings them into contact with this transnational system.
The globalization of law is already happening; and judges, lawyers, and
legal academics must be prepared to deal with it.24
``Global’’ legal education, in this iteration, emerges from the same urges that
propel interdisciplinary legal studies. It is about transcending parochialisms. It is
about understanding law in context. It is about law’s social roles, about politics,
culture, and economics. The Global Law School aims to create a new kind of
``intellectual community’’. By ``assimilating diverse perspectives’’ , it will simultaneously ``challenge the most fundamental premises of America’s legal system and
prepare NYU’s graduates for the global environment in which they will practice’’ .25
There is more here than the usual sort of law faculty self-promotion too. NYU
raised more than US$75 million in donations to sustain the programme, employs
more than 20 ``global’’ faculty (regular visitors, mostly from the UK, Germany and
Japan) and supports an aý liated research centre.26 There can be little doubt as to
the high-minded enthusiasm behind this initiative. Dean Sexton, for example,
explained that:
So I think that the experience of legal education is going to be very diþ erent
because of the reality of globalization. Not the least because students will
be in classes where they’re hearing diþ erent viewpoints.
I think this is connected deeply, by the way, to the diversity agenda.
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The educational ground on which the diversity case rests is one of
broadening the spectrum of conversation and the voices that are heard, on
bringing diþ erent viewpoints into the conversation. To the extent that one
brings a more global view to each problem one studies at the core, even in
the canon, it will have the same impact. . . .
And thus begins to surface the lacuna in the languages, the assumptions,
the absence of words, the absence even of concepts as you move from one
cultural motif to another, even within the narrow discipline of law. So, it’s
a whole diþ erent pedagogy that comes with this approach, because you’re
able to reveal to people, in ways they don’ t see very often, their basic
assumptions. 27
This, it is said will be good for the learning of law students. It also, it seems,
will be good for their souls for their encounters with diþ erence will teach humility:
``To be tossed on one’s rear end intellectually by the revelation of a premise that
you never knew drove your thinking is quite dramatic intellectually, and should
instill humility and a reluctance to assume that there is a single right answer’’ . From
humility, in turn, moral learning can ¯ ow. The NYU programme is premised on the
belief that a thorough consideration of the comparative global contexts of law raises
``the fundamental questions of the ought of the law’’ , something the best law faculties
have always endeavoured to do. Focus on oughtness, on law’s moral underpinnings
is, Sexton says, ``much easier through a globalized perspective’’ .28
Though clearly the leader of the pack, the NYU law school is not alone in
``pitching’’ itself, to one degree or another, as a ``global law school’’ . Harvard Law
School has tried to rise to the NYU challenge by ``vigorously’’ pronouncing ``the
strength of its International and Comparative Legal Studies programs’’ .29 Fordham
University Law School, along with a number of others, has similarly global pretensions, backed by other USA-based initiatives such as the ``Central and Eastern
European Law Initiative’’ , the ``African Law Initiative Sister School Program’’,
linkages between USA and Latin American law schools, and so on. And, ``In
addition, the AALS has established special ties with law schools in the NAFTA
countries, especially Mexico’’ .30 Beyond this, ``summer abroad’’ programmes proliferate in USA law schools, providing tourism or global learning (depending on your
perspective, I suppose) for over 2,900 students annually.31 The felt pressures of
globalisation have produced radical proposals for an expansion of legal education’s
parameters in the USA. Gloria Sanchez has asserted that the ``paradigm shift’’
globalisation has wrought on the legal profession ``should be the impetus for a
concomitant paradigm shift in legal education’’ 32 including teaching the domestic
law of other countries in the domestic language of those countries (especially
Mexico).
Clearly, despite the fact that many of the most recent initiatives and almost all
of the breathless enthusiasm in current legal literature comes from that country,
global legal education is not exclusively the concern of US legal educators. In
Canada, for example, McGill University’s Faculty of Law has long conceived itself
as something of a centre of comparative and international law training. Unlike most
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competitors in North America or elsewhere, McGill provides a genuinely bi-lingual
training for almost all students almost all the time. It is staþ ed with a fully bilingual
faculty, and oþ ers a full panoply of bi-juridical legal education of the most unparochial sort.33 McGill was global when global wasn’ t cool, and it hasn’t wavered
from that educational mission.
Although the urge was played out in diþ erent ways, the same might be said
both of the Dalhousie University Faculty of Law and of my own faculty. The
University of British Columbia has given pride of place to international law since its
founding amidst the ® rst wave of post-WWII internationalism.34 More recently, the
University of Toronto has attempted in various ways to position itself as an
``international’’ centre of legal education. So too has York University’s Osgoode Hall
Law School.35 The University of British Columbia is exceptionally proud of its large
number of student exchange programmes. These bring some 50- 60 visiting students
to the faculty each year and allow a similar number of UBC studentsÐ up to 25%
or more in any given cohort36Ð to study elsewhere. They thus obtain direct experience, not just of exposure to visiting ``global faculty’’, but of daily life and full-time
education in another country. Like other Canadian law faculties, UBC takes pride
in placing graduates directly on Wall Street and, following professional quali® cation
in Canada, in ``the City’’.
Global legal education, in this frame, is about human rights, inter-cultural
respect, diversity. It is about breaking down parochialisms (even in the USA). It is
about ``preserving student choice, and encouraging diversity of student choice’’.37 It
is about making lawyers better people, not merely highly knowledgeable mechanics
of law. In the NYU iteration, the template for global law schools remains solidly
within the cultural ethos of higher education, exhibiting ``the quality of breadth that
we associate with a liberal arts education’’. Its emphasis remains solidly on the idea
of the lawyer ``as a professional who acts as a ® duciary for a sacred trust . . . the
lawyer as priest of and keeper of the law’’ .38
Understood this way, ``global’’ legal education develops from and extrapolates
the best urges of the cultural movements which have promoted political liberalism,
race equality, respect for cultural diversity, and so on.39 In this guise, it looks and
feelsÐ and may actually beÐ ``progressive’’, vaguely counter-culture, post-modern,
even. As Adelle Blackett notes, ``teaching law students to be eþ ective actors in a
`globalized’ environment may have at least as much to do with cross-cultural
sensitivity and a knowledge of the world as with the way that `the law’ is taught’’ .40
The Pessimists: a new philistinism
There is on the other hand a rather more pessimistic crowd. This bunch doesn’t
have any institutional base (of course) and no one actually seems to wish to champion
``parochial legal education’’ as an alternative to ``global law schools’’ . Despite signs
of disquiet and considerable angst about the meaning of globalisation at large, no
clear intellectual leadership of anti-global legal education has emerged.
The concerns expressed by the Pessimists are that globalised legal education
becomes in practice something quite diþ erent than its promoters hope for, think, or
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acknowledge. Pessimists fear there will be a ``rejection of the values of education in
favour of short-term mechanical skills that enhance pragmatics at the expense of
ideals’ ’.41 It will be ``into the trashcan’’ with intellectual (as opposed to narrowly
technical) legal education, as ``law’’ follows economic interests, narrowly construed.
So too for justice-based concerns about diversity, inclusion, diþ erence, and citizenship, feminist legal studies, critical race theory, legal history. Most of the ``law ands’’
(law and society, law and philosophy, law and history, etc.), they fear, along with all
aspirations for a humane professionalism, will be discarded as students and faculties
furiously pursue the narrow and anti-intellectual sort of education that they imagine
major employers consider useful.42
I am taking considerable liberty here, of course, in describing a generalised and
still unformed sense of disquiet felt by a diverse array of legal educators. Nonetheless,
some such sentiments can be found in the writings of eminent scholars such as
Margaret Thornton, Harry Arthurs, Ian Duncanson, and John Flood. (Two Australians, one Canadian, one Brit: interestingly, few such scholars are from elite
institutions in an important ``global’’ country.) Here, for example, is what distinguished Australian scholar Margaret Thornton has to say:
. . . the imperative in favour of business-oriented legal knowledge, understood as technocratic and uncritical, has succeeded in delegitimating sociolegal scholarship just when the latter was receiving a modicum of acceptance
in the academy. The phenomenon is . . . a corollary of the corporatisation
of universities which has spread like a canker throughout the world.
Corporatisation, involving the application of business practices to universities, has arisen from the technological and globalising tendencies of postmodernism . . . 43
Though these comments arise from a discussion of recent developments in
Australia, the point is oþ ered as an observation of more general applicability. Flood
fears that ``ideals of economic development’’ will supplant ``ideals of justice and
community’’ .44 To similar eþ ect Harry Arthurs considers the consequences of
contemporary ``political economy’’ (read ``globalisation’’ ) to be quite dire. Students,
he observes, attempt to ``make themselves more marketable’’ by registering only in
courses they imagine law ® rms will like. ``As a corollary they are increasingly
impatient, as a group, with `humane professionalism’ , the ethos of Canadian law
schools since the 1960s, and they increasingly exercise their right to avoid `purely
academic’ oþ erings’’ .45
Much has changed in the short time since Arthurs’ comments were published.
In particular, there has been a stunning turn-around in lawyerly career prospects.
Canadian law graduates have bene® ted from the hyperin¯ ation of lawyers’ incomes
that has also taken place in the United States of America and the United Kingdom
in the past year or two.46 Because they enjoy an unusual degree of personal mobility
across the worlds ``longest undefended border’’ , Canadians have been able to take
up plum employment opportunities in New York. London too has become an open
market for employable law graduates.
Paradoxically however the pressures Canadian law students feel with regard to
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course selection probably have not changed much. It turns out that both the fear of
unemployment and the promise of meteoric rise to undreamed-of wealth47 militate
equally toward a ``consumers’’ insistence on ``courses, syllabuses, and pedagogies
which, in their perception, reinforce their survival skills’’ . The cost, of course, is a
diminishment of interdisciplinary legal education, critical pedagogy, and the ``diversity’’ or ``social justice’’ curriculum. Canada remains, perhaps, ``too close to Wall
Street, too far from God’’ .48
Curricular laissez faire, which leaves a wide-open course choice to students,
produces overwhelming patterns of enrolment in those courses that tend to render
law as a ``dry, technocratic endeavour, cut oþ from intellectual currents in the rest
of the academy’’.49 Adriane Howe perceives pressures in Australia where ``intellectual
restraints’’ are ``assumed to be imposed by economic rationalism’’ resulting in a
reduction of legal education to ``narrowly de® ned technicist criteria’’ .50 To similar
eþ ect, Ian Duncanson complains of a new philistinism. This, he says, is ``the
conviction that `to be useful, knowledge must be closely related to some commercial
activity’ . . . Legal studies conceived `as a critical theoretical enterprise’ or as a local
form of `critical, creative and curiosity-driven scholarship’ no longer has much of a
future at a university where `corporately inspired vocationalism’ and `excessive
technicality’ reign supreme’’.51 This, of course, amounts to a repudiation of the
citizen-formation objectives of legal education and of the legal profession itself.52
Meanwhile, global law ® rms become increasingly homogenized ``as they increasingly compete for a limited group of clients and lawyers.’’ 53 Echoing concerns
that `globalisation’ stands for United Statesi® cation, John Flood ® nds ``imperial
ambitions’’ within the NYU programme, envisioning ``the role of the global law
school’’ as being to ``export American (sic.) legal ideas and concepts throughout the
world, especially among the emerging markets’’ .54
One might note too that no law school has succeeded in raising signi® cant
private funding in order to promote a vision of ``global’’ legal education oriented
around environmental protection, labour rights, conservation of resources, the
international protection of human rights or the advancement of indigenous peoples’
claims.55 The smart money is on education in service of global capital.
Of course it is.
Perspectives from outside-in
One of the most striking patterns apparent in writings on these matters is geographical. The most enthusiastic celebrations of globalisation and globalised legal education emerge from the keyboards of United States legal scholars. The most strongly
critical or hesitant voices come from other countries.
Why does globalisation and global legal education seem so promising from New
York or Missouri and so threatening from Toronto or Melbourne? It is striking that
this divergence of perspective is apparent despite the fact that the proponents and
critics seem to adhere to many of the same values: good global citizenship; the
virtues of liberal legal education; commitment to diversity and inclusion; dedication
to humane professionalism; critical education and challenging pedagogy.
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We need to obtain some critical distance from our own locations if we are to
resolve this riddle. A comparison with the globalisation processes of the nineteenth
century is, perhaps, helpful in obtaining this distance. Nineteenth century ``globalisation’’ took place by means of empire. The world’s most successful imperialists, the
British, stood at the pinnacle of an Empire that spanned the world, the Empire on
which the sun never set. Trade ¯ ourished, the Empire was powerful. The ``home’’
British experienced their global era as mind-expanding , and culturally enriching.
The English and other British peoples produced immense learning, sophisticated
scholarship, and legal thought about all kinds of interesting people and places.
Collectors brought back countless artefacts, monuments (Cleopatra’s needle or the
Elgin Marbles, for example), jewels (e.g. the Kohinoor diamond), and even corpses
(Egyptian mummies) from around the world for study, display and the edi® cation
of people at home. The British learned much. They contributed greatly to the
world’s store of knowledge.
The processes that made such great learning possible in the centre were not,
however, viewed with equanimity on all parts. To many colonised peoples British
learning seemed voyeuristic, parasitic and often disrespectful. British teaching in the
colonies could seem heavy-handed, directed at cultural genocide. ``Collecting’’ was
experienced as theft.
Given that twenty-® rst century globalisation is experienced by many as United
Statesi® cation,56 it is not surprising that the eþ ects of globalisation on legal education
are felt and experienced diþ erently in diþ erent places. In New York one tracks the
success of global legal education in learning outcomes, broadening of outlook,
increased multi-cultural sensitivity. The view from ``outside’’ of the world’s centres
however is diþ erent.
In Canada, for example, there is only one ``gold standard’’ by which to evaluate
educational successÐ and it feels rather diþ erent from a ``broadening’’ of outlook.
The key question for ambitious Canadian law faculties is not ``how culturally
enriched are your graduates’’ but rather ``how many law graduates were placed on
Wall Street this year’’ Ð a rather diþ erent sort of question.57
Concluding thoughtsÐ

``capital city of the world’’?

In short, it may be that whether one is an ``Optimist’’ or a ``Pessimist’’ has very
much to do with where one is located. Though the term ``globalisation’’ might
usefully capture a number of processes that are indeed being simultaneously playedout around the world, the eþ ects of those processes and the human experience of
them are not identical in any two places. Whether embraced joyfully or viewed with
dread will depend, in part, on whether one views the whole as an ``insider’’ or from
the ``outside-in’’ .
Let us turn to Nigeria once more. Recall that for some ``globalisation’’ means
a welcome revolution wrought by communications technology, ``videoconferencing,
e-mail, faxes, satellites, worldwide pagers, supersonic jets, computers, bullet trains,
® ber optics, the Internet, and CNN’’ .58 But communications do not link all of the
world equally. Recent ® gures reveal that there is one telephone (land line or mobile)
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per 1.18 people in the USA, one per 1.45 in Canada, but only one per 297.19 in
Nigeria. Moreover, the Nigerian telephone system is said to be ``inadequate’’, and
poorly maintained.59 Even by this simple criteria then, ``globalisation’’ is not equally
experienced by everyone on the globe. Nor is this a trite observation: the average
Nigerian simply cannot aspire to be a citizen-participant in the global communications village. Canada, of course is not Nigeria. Nonetheless, though ``wellconnected’’ in most senses, it is not the United States either (nowhere is). Nor are
the locations of London, Melbourne, Perth, Sherbrooke, Auckland, Addis Ababa,
Cape Town, Kano, Bhopal and New York (the ``capital city of the world’’ 60 )
interchangeable.
Recognising the diþ erence that place makesÐ and the hugely divergent circumstances the peoples of the earth ® nd themselves inÐ raises some profound questions,
drawing inevitable comparisons with the Empires of old. The deepest and most
important questions about ``global legal education’’ are derivative of the ``big’’
questions concerning globalisation:
Is globalization a new name for modernization with its imperialist connotations? Are we seeing domination through a particularly western mode of
law discourse, a deterritorialization of law? Does globalization mean that
the global and local coexist or are the tensions too great? Can ideas of
economy and justice coexist or are they antagonistic to each other? Are the
great international organizations promoting economic discourse at the
expense of discourses on community, ethics and justice? 61
We should pay attention then to the possibility that ``globalisation’’ may indeed
mean ``the White Man is coming again’’ . It may be that ``The White Man’’ is in fact
usually of European descent. Possibly, too, he is more often male than female. The
essence that lies behind this captivating metaphor is not, however, racial or gendered.
Rather, it is political and economic. ``The White Man’’ of past Empires came from
another place, exhibited only transitory concern for local people or places, and
sought to structure economic and political arrangements to his own advantageÐ
often with dire consequences in the far ¯ ung local spaces of Empire. The ``White
Man’’ is distant power, unaccountable to local people. It should not come as a
surprise then if global legal education is experienced diþ erently in Ife, Toronto, and
other provincial centres than it is in the ``Capital City of the World’’ .
Canadians, for example, are the nearest `outsiders’ to the USA. We live within
NAFTA and occupy a territory that includes huge resources of oil and fresh water.
The United States needs both desperately. Both are clearly strategic natural resources
of the ® rst importance: both probably lie beyond the realm of any form of national
policy protection that might have detrimental eþ ect on the USA (as any ``Canada
® rst’’ and most ``environment-® rst’’ policies certainly would). Beyond this, globalisation raises questions as to the future of publicly funded health-care, whether we can
sustain our own currency and monetary policies, and so on. Indeed, the possibility
of developing or sustaining transportation policies, tariþ s, immigration laws, or
energy, cultural or water policies, (amongst others) that are independent of either
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USA interests or neo-liberal ideology, strikes manyÐ for better or worseÐ as highly
uncertain.62
Tiny players in a huge continental economy, Canadians, like Nigerians, experience globalisation from the ``outside’’. It is an experience quite diþ erent from that
of our nearest neighbours.
Is ``the white man is coming again’’? If so, what does he want this time? And
where will this leave us?
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